
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1831

Yao Lao stood up slowly, went to the chair to sit down, and when he

picked up the teacup to drink water, he found that the teacup was

empty.

“You child, quickly pour tea for Master.” Yao Lao groaned.

“Okay, okay, I’ll pour you tea, it’s stingy.” Li Xunran walked over with a

smile, and said while pouring tea, “Master, you should rest assured this

time, your Lin Fan is unscathed.”

Elder Yao let out a long sigh:

“It’s just that there is one other thing that makes me feel uneasy. Lin

Fan has always refused to go out of the mountain, not wanting to add

firewood or burn a fire for the revitalization of my Chinese medicine.

Under the current situation in the medical field, many people in the

Western medicine profession are vigorously advocating that Western

medicine can completely unify the medical field, and some people

continue to depreciate that Chinese medicine has no scientific basis

and should be discarded by the times.

However, the TCM profession itself lacks a lot. Many TCM techniques

have long since been lost or have no successors. There is a lifeless

scene, especially for the elderly who are in their twilight years.

As for ordinary people, if they seek medical advice, most of them go

straight to Western medicine. This shows the crisis state of Chinese

medicine.

“Master, in my opinion, Lin Fan must be thinking about these

problems after solving the Lin Family.”

“After all, now the Lin family is targeting him everywhere. Even if he is

interested in revitalizing Chinese medicine, he still has more than

enough energy.”

Yao Lao thought for a moment, then clapped his hands suddenly:

“What you said makes sense, then Lin Fan can’t be blamed. Maybe I

don’t have enough sincerity, and I won’t be able to impress him.”

“At this time, all of our Chinese medicine practitioners should have

stood with him and shared the same hatred with him.”

“But we only wanted Lin Fan to do something for our Chinese

medicine doctor, and never thought about what we could do for him.”

“Is it right?”

Li Xunran smiled and said:

“In my opinion, we should unite against the Lin Family and clean up

the Lin Family. Then, doesn’t Lin Fan owe us a great favor? When he

asks him for help, is he embarrassed to refuse?”

“It makes sense!”

The master and apprentice hit it off immediately, and Yao Lao

immediately said:

“Then you will give my order, and from now on, the Huaxia medical

industry and the Lin family will go to war!”

just!

Only after the elder Yao finished speaking, he finally remembered

something and turned his head to look at Li Xunran.

Said with a smile but a smile:

“I remember you used to look at Lin Fan as unpleasant, why are you so

kind today to help him speak?”

“Wh…Where is it?”

Li Xunran was guilty of being seen by the master, and he said, “Master,

what do you think of me? I am not all for you. You and those elders

are so serious and love him, so I naturally have to turn to him. ”

“Girl, have you forgotten something?”

“Forgot what?”

“Think about it again, what you promised before.”

“No, what did I promise?”

A secret smile flashed across the corner of Yao Lao’s mouth:

“Girl, have you forgotten that you promised me and those elders to

approach Lin Fan actively, try to be his girlfriend, and then persuade

him to revitalize Chinese medicine?”

When Master said so, Li Xunran was ashamed and annoyed, and her

pretty face turned red.

Immediately annoyed:

“I promised you. But that guy looks a lot like a staid man who doesn’t

make money. I’m afraid he can’t… Besides, isn’t he the son-in-law of

the Bai family? If you destroy other people’s families, I will be poked.

Spine.”

Yao Lao grabbed Li Xunran’s hand and persuaded with all his heart:

“Lin Fan is talented and intelligent, how could it be that kind of stodgy

person? The so-called Bai family’s son-in-law, but those in the Bai

family don’t treat Lin Fan as a person at all.”

“But what does this have to do with me? No matter how they drop, it’s

still a family.” Li Xunran said.

“The Bai family is indifferent and ruthless. Lin Fan must be very lonely,

and he needs someone to warm him intimately.”
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